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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a solution to the problem of characterizing digraphs which have 
at least one square root. The characterization is stated in terms of the existence of a 
set of subdigraphs of the given digraph. The theorem of Mukhopadhyay which deals 
with square roots of non-directed graphs follows as a corollary. 
Mukhopadhyay  [2] has characterized graphs which are the squares of  
some graph. In this paper  the result is generalized to digraphs, and 
Mukhopadhyay 's  result follows as a corol lary to the case of  symmetric 
digraphs. Al l  definitions may be found in [i] and [2]. 
Let S and T be two point-sets, not necessarily disjoint or non-empty, 
and let u r S tJ T. We define the carrier-complete digraph K(S, u, T) to have 
point-set V = S u {u} t j  T and line-set X ~ S • {u) u {u) • T w S x T. 
THEOREM 1. A digraph D with p points has a square root i f  and only i f  
there exists a collection of  p subdigraphs Ki -~ K(Si , ui , Ti), where the Ki 
are associated in a one-to-one manner with the points ui of  D, such that 
(1) D = W Ki ,  and 
(2) ui e Tj i f  and only i f  uj E Si .  
Proof  of  necessity: Let E be a digraph. For  each ui let S~ = {u ~ E [ u 
adjacent o ui} and Ti = {u ~ E I u adjacent f rom ui}. Then it is clear that 
in E ~ the points of  Si u {u~} w Ti generate a carrier-complete digraph 
K(Si , ui , Ti). 
Proof  of  sufficiency: Suppose such a collection exists. We form the 
graph E such that V(E) = V(D) with ui adjacent o uj if  and only if 
uj ~ T~ . 
We assert hat E ~ = D. Suppose that Ti contains ul ,..., un. Then each 
of  $1 ,..., Sn contains u i .  A similar result holds for the points of S~. 
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Thus if u ~ S i ,  v e Ti for some i (which is equivalent o u adjacent o 
v in D), then dE(u, v) ~ 2, so that uv c E ~. This completes the proof. 
We consider now the case of symmetric digraphs. Clearly, if E is 
symmetric so is E 2. If  for a point ui we define Si and T~ as in Theorem 1, 
then K(Sr ui, T~) is a complete symmetric digraph since here St = Ti. 
The next result follows immediately. 
THEOREM 2. A digraph D with p points has a symmetric square root 
if and only if D is symmetric and there exists a collection of  p complete 
symmetric subdigraphs Ki associated in a one-to-one manner with the 
points ui o f  D such that 
(1) O = w Ki , and 
(2) u~ ~ Ks i f  and only i f  us ~ K~ . 
With each symmetric digraph D we can associate a graph G = G(D) 
by the rule that if uv and vu form a symmetric pair of arcs in D, then u 
and v are adjacent in G. We then have 
COROLLARY (MuKHOPADHYAY [2]). A graph G with p points has a 
square root i f  and only i f  there exists a collection of  p complete subgraphs 
Ki associated in a one-to-one manner with the points ui o f  G such that 
(1) ui ~ Ki , and 
(2) u~ ~ Ks if  and only i f  u~ ~ Ki . 
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